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LaMInate SkIRtIngS & PROFILeS

PEDROSS: TRADITION
MEETS INNOVATION
Extraordinary personages are at the root of every successful company.
The same holds true for PEDROSS: When the South Tyrolean Master
Carpenter karl Pedross set off on his own in 1956, he could have never
imagined the rapid growth and development his company would experience. In making the full transition to all-natural skirting boards during
the seventies his impeccable sense of business paved the way for lasting
corporate growth.
Today, PEDROSS is the embodiment of uncompromising quality and
leadership of Martin Pedross in second generation, this tradition of
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success is carried on with confidence, bringing the family company

WeLCOMe tO PeDROSS

unrivalled assortment in the area of flooring accessories. Under the

closer to the fulfilment of a great vision: Leader of innovation in the
moulding and flooring accessory industry.

ethics
expertise
efﬁciency
excellence
environment

OUR CERTIFICATIONS

It's the little details that make a big difference: The icing on the cake of home
decoration that brings all of the design elements together harmoniously,
provides the perfect final touch and makes your dream home come true.
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naturally sustainable
Protecting the environment is something we
take to heart. that's why our MDF

BEAUTY WITH
INNER STRENGTH

TECHNICAL
DATA

laminate mouldings are distinguished by
their minimal use of resources, while meeting strict european quality and ecological

Cost-effective, practical and extremely versatile – that's how building

standards: We use low-emission support

owners and flooring experts know our laminate mouldings. When taking a

material in accordance with en 120 (Class e1)

closer look, these seemingly discreet products reveal unexpected qualities:
The support material is a medium density ﬁbreboard, also known as MDF.

the surface decor. to complete the circle

Despite being one of the newest, it is already one of the most commonly

of sustainability, our production waste is

used wood-based panels worldwide. This is largely because it provides

re-processed into briquettes and all of our

mechanical, technological and physical properties that are comparable to

folders are printed on FSC®-certiﬁed paper.

those of solid wood, but is manufactured with extremely efficient use of
resources. High quality raw materials and state of the art pressing technolo-

>> SkIRtIng BOaRD
DeCOR FOILS
• Large selection of high-quality
laminate decor foils, with the
right match for any laminate
floor
• highly resistant to cleaning
agents and chemicals.

gies ensure maximum stability and durability.
The foil coating provides the robust core with an individual aesthetic
exterior: The exceptionally wide range of laminate and highly resistant
décor foils offers something for every style of interior design.

>> SUPPORt MateRIaL
Our laminate mouldings are
based on the support material
MDF (medium Density Fiberboard) in accordance with the
standard e1 and en120.

>> aDheSIVe
• hot-melt adhesive with
excellent bonding
• guaranteed free of formaldehyde and solvents
• Fully eco-friendly.

>> FLOORIng PROFILe
DeCOR FOILS
• extremely low emission rates
in accordance with e1
• highly resistant to cleaning
agents and chemicals
• highly resistant to scratches
and wear.

A VENERABLE TALENT
MDF laminate mouldings bring the highest demands for quality
together with an environmentally friendly production process that
ensures the effective use of resources and provides good quality that is
affordable for everyone. They ensure:
• high stability and durability
• unlimited design options
• easy care and maintenance
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formaldehyde and solvents when adhering

teChnICaL Data

QUaLItY & SUStaInaBILItY
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and rely on procedures that are 100% free of
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Decor foil books
Largest selection of decor foils. Quick and easy
matching with your flooring. With our decor

FROM CLASSIC
TO EXTRAVAGANT

foil books for mouldings 1 + 2 and the decor
foil book for flooring proﬁles, all of our original
decor foils will always be within your reach. the

We offer our high-grade, laminated wrapping foils in over 250 standard

great advantage of Pedross decor foil books is

decors. They will provide – perfect for any laminate floor – the optical

that you will never have to worry about colour

flair of hardwood in your home or serve as a practical, monochrome

differences between the decor you choose and
the decor you receive, as it is often the case

accompaniment to all other types of flooring and materials, according
to your individual needs.

with conventional sample books. Pedross foil
books contain original foils rather than copy
images. the foils in the book are also available in
the minimum size of 65 x 240 mm.

DeCOR FOIL Range

ﬁnding the right foil can be for you.
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Find out for yourself just how quick and easy

Wood embodies true harmony: As the ultimate symbol of nature, wood
demonstrates its superb versatility time and time again by creating ever new,
exciting and yet balanced synergy with other materials.

